
Show Title About the Show 

  TV Shows Like Altered Carbon   

Set in a future where consciousness is digitized and stored, a 
prisoner returns to life in a new body and must solve a mind-
bending murder to win his freedom.  

 TV Shows Like American Gods  

Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing more than 
to live a quiet life with his wife and stay out of trouble. Until he 
learns that she's been killed in a terrible accident. 

 TV Shows Like Dexter  

We all have secrets and we all wear masks to cover them up. Meet 
Dexter, your normal spatter analyst by day and a dangerous serial 
killer by night. 

 TV Shows Like Suits  

On the run from a drug deal gone bad, Mike Ross, a brilliant 
college-dropout, finds himself a job working with Harvey Specter, 
one of New York City's best lawyers.  

 TV Shows  Girlfriend's Guide to Divorce  

Follows a best-selling author of a self-help book series who is 
secretly hiding her separation from her husband as she starts to 
navigate her life as a single woman in her 40s in Los Angeles.  

 TV Shows  Ghosted  

A skeptical tough ex-cop is forced to team up with a nerdy scientist 
and firm believer of the paranormal.  

 TV Shows  Glow  

A look at the personal and professional lives of a group of women 
who perform for a wrestling organization in Los Angeles.  

 TV Shows  13 Reasons Why  

Follows teenager Clay Jensen (Dylan Minnette) as he returns 
home from school to find a mysterious box with his name on it with 
tapes from his friend who killed herself.  

 TV Shows Like iZombie  

Liv Moore, a medical student, gets invited in a party which turns 
into a macabre zombie arena. Liv wakes up from the dead and 
becomes a zombie.  

 TV Shows Like The Running Man  

A variety show in which cast members will go to a South Korean 
landmark and play games there.  

 TV Shows Like Californication  

Hank Moody- a self loathing, narcissistic author struggles to 
overcome writer's block while balancing his occasional drug use, 
alcoholism, and borderline sex addiction. 

 TV Shows Like Designated Survivor  

A lower level United States Cabinet member is suddenly appointed 
president after a catastrophic attack kills everyone above him in the 
line of succession.  

 TV Shows Like Bitten  

When she left Stonehaven - 'for good this time' - Elena Michaels 
thought she had left the world of supernatural behind.  

 TV Shows Like Big Brother  

Dutch reality television game show franchise created by John de 
Mol Jr., broadcast in the Netherlands and subsequently syndicated 
internationally. 

 TV Shows Like Big Little Lies  

While Madeline and Celeste take new in town single mom Jane 
under their wing, none of them realises how the arrival of Jane and 
her inscrutable little boy will affect them all. 

 Shows Like When Calls the Heart on Netflix  

Elizabeth Thatcher, a young school teacher from a wealthy Eastern 
family, migrates from the big city to teach school in a small coal 
mining town in the west.  

 TV Shows Like Heartland  

Treat Williams plays a devoted organ transplant surgeon whose 
personal life suffers in favor of his intense career 

 Spooky Shows Like Sleepy Hollow  

Ichabod Crane is resurrected and pulled two and a half centuries 
through time to unravel a mystery that dates all the way back to the 
founding fathers.  
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 Shows Like Rick and Morty  

Rick, a mad scientist, stumbles into his grandson Morty's room 
begging for help on an intergalactic adventure. 

 Shows Like Veronica Mars  

After her best friend is murdered, and her father is removed as 
county Sheriff, Veronica Mars dedicates her life to cracking the 
toughest mysteries in the affluent town of Neptune.  

 TV Shows Like Westworld  

Set at the intersection of the near future and the reimagined past, 
explore a world in which every human appetite can be indulged 
without consequence. 

 TV Shows Like Heroes  

It starts with "Save the Cheerleader, Save the World," but soon 
spirals into a never ending battle for right and wrong, life and death 

 TV Shows like Billions  

Tenacious U.S. Attorney Chuck Rhoades (Giamatti) is locked in an 
epic battle with ruthlessly brilliant hedge fund king Bobby ‘Axe’ 
Axelrod (Lewis) and there is no line both men won’t cross to win. 

 TV shows Like Samurai Jack   

In the distant past, a Japanese samurai embarks on a mission to 
defeat the evil shape-shifting wizard Aku. 

 Mystery TV Shows Like Sherlock  

A modernised series of adaptations of the Sherlock Holmes novels 
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.  

 TV Shows Like Misfits   

Five juvenile offenders with nothing in common find themselves 
working together on a community service project, and their differing 
personalities soon cause sparks to fly. 

 TV Shows Like the Exorcist  

Angela, is plagued by increasingly frightening nightmares, her 
husband is slowly losing his mind, her older daughter spends her 
time locked in her room.  

 TV Shows Like 24: Legacy  

A military hero who returns to the U.S. with a whole lot of trouble 
following him back.  

 TV Shows Like Gotham  

Years before the first appearance of the Batman, GCPD lieutenant 
Jim Gordon takes up an impossible task: cleaning up the most 
morally bankrupt city on earth 

 TV Shows Like Nashville  

Set against the backdrop of the Nashville music scene, the new 
drama revolves around a 40-year-old superstar Rayna Jaymes, 
whose star begins fading 

 TV Shows Like Emerald City  Gritty retelling of Dorothy traveling to Oz. 

 TV Shows Like Moonlight  

Moonlight follows Mick St. John, an immortal vampire and private 
investigator and his struggle to exist after he was bitten 60 years 
ago by his vampire bride, Coraline, on their wedding night. 

 TV Shows Like Friday Night Lights   

Follows the life of teens and adults alike living in a small town 
where all that matters are the Friday night football games.  

 TV Shows Like This is Us   

The Pearson family's generational story unfolds in this emotional 
drama.  

 TV Shows Like Notorious  

When defense attorney Jake Gregorian and TV producer Julia 
George put their powerhouse heads together, will they find a way 
to control the entire justice system, the media, and even each 
other?  

  TV Shows Like MacGyver  

Young Angus "Mac" MacGyver works for a clandestine 
organization within the U.S. government, relying on his 
unconventional problem-solving skills to save lives.  

 TV Shows Like Legend of the Seeker  

After the mysterious murder of his father, a son's search for 
answers begins a momentous fight against tyranny. 

 TV Shows Like The Tudors  

The Tudors focuses on the life and romances of the young King 
Henry VIII. 
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 TV Shows Like The Vikings  

The world of the Vikings is brought to life through the journey of 
Ragnar Lothbrok, the first Viking to emerge from Norse legend and 
onto the pages of history - a man on the edge of myth.  

 TV Shows Like The Secret Circle  

16-year-old Cassie moves from California to live with her 
grandmother in Chance Harbor, Washington, and falls in love with 
a mysterious boy named Adam. 

 TV Shows Like Bates Motel  

A contemporary prequel to Psycho, giving a portrayal of how 
Norman Bates' psyche unravels through his teenage years, and 
how deeply intricate his relationship with his mother. 

 TV Shows Like The Originals  

The Mikaelson family move back to New Orleans, a city that they 
helped build over 200 years ago.  

 TV Shows Like The Middle  

The Hecks (mother Frankie, father Mike, sons Axl and Brick, and 
daughter Sue) are a disfunctional family whithout a lot of money, 
more jobs and broken objects in their house.  

 TV Shows Like Penny Dreadful   

Explorer Sir Malcolm Murray, American gunslinger Ethan Chandler, 
scientist Victor Frankenstein, and medium Vanessa Ives unite to 
combat supernatural threats in Victorian London.  

 TV Shows Like Rosewood  

The best private pathologist in Miami, Dr. Beaumont Rosewood, 
Jr., whose rare heart condition that could kill him at any moment 
fuels his lust for life.  

 TV Shows Like Grimm   

Detective Nick of Portland P.D sees the real monsters inside 
people.  

 TV Shows Like Leverage   

Former insurance claims investigator Nathan Ford heads a team of 
former top-criminals. 

 TV Shows Like New Girl   

After a bad break-up, Jess, an offbeat young woman, moves into 
an apartment loft with three single men.  

  TV Shows Like the Fringe  

The FBI teams up with a formerly-institutionalized scientist - who 
was performing experiments on the fringe of real science - and his 
son to investigate weird crimes. 

  TV Shows Like Mr. Robot  

The show follows Elliot, who is a cyber-security tech by day and 
vigilante hacker by night.  

  TV Shows Like Secrets And Lies   

Family man Ben Crawford quickly becomes the prime murder 
suspect in the death of a young boy when he finds the body.  

 TV Shows Like Hart of Dixie   

New Yorker and new doctor Zoe Hart accepts an offer from a 
stranger, Dr. Harley Wilkes, to work in his medical practice in 
Bluebell, Alabama. 

 TV Shows Like The Blacklist   

A new FBI profiler, Elizabeth Keen, has her entire life uprooted 
when a mysterious criminal, Raymond Reddington, who has 
eluded capture for  decades, turns himself in and insists on 
speaking only to her.  

  TV Shows Like Narcos  

A chronicled look at the criminal exploits of Colombian drug lord 
Pablo Escobar, as well as the many other drug kingpins who 
plagued the country through the years.  

 TV Shows Like Entourage   

In this sitcom, the suddenly risen film star Vince Chase, a 'jeune 
premier' of humble origins, learns the ropes of the business and the 
high-profile world of the wealthy happy.  

 TV Shows Like Quantico  

A diverse group of new recruits arrives at the FBI Quantico Base in 
Virginia.  

 TV Shows Like American Horror Story  

An anthology series centering on different characters and 
locations, including a house with a murderous past, an insane 
asylum, a witch coven, a freak show, and a hotel. 
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 TV Shows Like Revenge  

Emily Thorne (aka Amanda Clark) returns to the Hamptons to take 
revenge on the elite family that framed her father for terrorism.  

 TV Shows Like Scandal   

When you get into trouble there's only one person to call, Olivia 
Pope. 

 TV Shows Like The Shannara Chronicles  

The Four Lands, normally a land of magic and peace, faces a 
threat beyond man: Demons.  

 TV Shows Like Downton Abbey   

The struggle of the upper classes in contrast to the people in their 
service pre WW1. 

 TV Shows Like Psych   

A novice sleuth is hired by the police after he cons them into 
thinking he has psychic powers which help solve crimes.  

 TV Shows Like Prison Break  

Due to a political conspiracy, an innocent man is sent to death row 
and his only hope is his brother. 

 TV Shows Like Supernatural  

The story revolves around two brothers, Sam and Dean 
Winchester as they follow their father's footsteps, hunting down evil 
supernatural creatures.  

 TV Shows Like Arrow  

Spoiled billionaire playboy Oliver Queen is missing and presumed 
dead when his yacht is lost at sea.  

 TV Shows Like Reign  

Chronicles the rise to power of Mary Queen of Scots (Kane) when 
she arrives in France as a 15-year-old, betrothed to Prince Francis, 
and with her four best friends as ladies-in-waiting. 

 TV Shows Like Grey's Anatomy  

A medical based drama centered around Meredith Grey, an 
aspiring surgeon and daughter of one of the best surgeons, Dr. 
Ellis Grey.  

 TV Shows Like Chuck  

When a twenty-something computer geek inadvertently downloads 
critical government secrets into his brain, the C.I.A. and the N.S.A. 
assign two agents to protect him.  

 TV Shows Like Breaking Bad  

A high school chemistry teacher diagnosed with inoperable lung 
cancer turns to manufacturing and selling methamphetamine in 
order to secure his family's future.  

 TV Shows Like The Office   

This U.S. adaptation -- set at a paper company in Scranton, Pa. -- 
has a similar documentary style to that of the Ricky Gervais-led 
British original.  

 TV Shows Like One Tree Hill  

Half-brothers Lucas and Nathan Scott trade between kinship and 
rivalry both on the basketball court and in the hearts of their friends 
in the small, but not so quiet town of Tree Hill, North Carolina.  

 TV Shows Like Gossip Girl  

Gossip Girl, a ruthless and mysterious blogger reveals secrets 
about teens in upper east side New York.  

 TV Shows Like The Following   

A brilliant and charismatic, yet psychotic serial killer communicates 
with other active serial killers and activates a cult of believers 
following his every command.  

 TV Shows Like House  

An antisocial maverick doctor who specializes in diagnostic 
medicine does whatever it takes to solve puzzling cases that come 
his way using his crack team of doctors and his wits.  

 TV Shows Like Spartacus  

The fiction series was inspired by the historical figure 
of Spartacus, a Thracian gladiator who from 73 to 71 BCE led a 
major slave uprising against the Roman Republic departing from 
Capua. 

 TV Shows Like Shameless  Meet the fabulously dysfunctional Gallagher family.  

 TV Shows Like Pretty Little Liars And Gossip Girl  

In Rosewood, Pennsylvania, a once tight knit group of girls have to 
band back together after the leader of their group, Alison 
DiLaurentis goes mysteriously and unexplainably missing.  
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 TV Shows Like Switched At Birth  

Tells the story of two teen girls who discover that they were 
accidentally switched at birth.  

 TV Shows Like The 100  

Set 97 years after a nuclear apocalypse, on-board a dying space 
station running out of air. 100 juvenile delinquents are sent back to 
earth to see if it is habitable. 

 TV Shows Like Community On Netflix  

A former lawyer attends a community college when it is discovered 
he faked his Bachelor's degree 
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